
CANADA

WHISTLER WINTER WONDERLAND (TOUR CODE: 11904)

STARTS AND ENDS

in Vancouver

TRAVEL PERIODS

10 Feb 24 - 25 Apr 24

EXPERIENCE TRAVEL STYLE

Independent Holiday Packages

Indulge in the thrill of a Whistler winter wonderland, where the ultimate winter playground beckons with excitement and adventure!

Highlights

Get ready to experience the ultimate winter playground on this Whistler winter package. Strap on snowshoes for a trip through the Callaghan

Valley, drive a snowmobile along a creek and go dogsledding through a beautiful old growth forest. Spend a day relaxing at the nordic-style

Scandinave Spa, taste your way through the village or snowcat to the top of Whistler mountain for a fondue dinner. 

INCLUSIONS

VIEW PACKAGE

Winter

Stay in the heart of Whistler Village at Delta Whistler Village Suites close to boutiques, dining, ski slopes and bike trails!•

Travel along the scenic Sea-to-Sky Highway between Vancouver and Whistler•

Experience stunning 360-degree views of Whistler Village, mountain peaks, lakes, ancient glaciers and coastal rainforests on

the Peak 2 Peak Gondola

•

Experience freedom of choice activities in Whistler•

Credit: Tourism Whis tler / Jus ta Jeskova

https://www.entiretravel.com.au
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/Canada/Whistler-Winter-Wonderland
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/experiences/winter


INCLUSIONS

Freedom of Choice Days

Freedom of Choice

Our Freedom of Choice program offers flexibility, by allowing you to choose from different options on pre-selected

days.

Our per person price includes one tour on each Freedom of Choice day, as follows:

Expand the itinerary below for more details.

Please note, if more than one room is selected during the booking process, our team will contact you afterwards to

discuss options.

ITINERARY

Vancouver Whistler

Welcome to Vancouver!  Upon your arrival, experience a seamless transition with an arranged private transfer along the

scenic Sea to Sky Highway to your accommodation in Whistler, the ultimate winter playground. Marvel at the coastal beauty

en route, setting the stage for an unforgettable experience in this enchanting destination.

Overnight in Whistler at Delta Whistle r Village  Suites

5 nights in Whistler at Delta Whistler Village Suites•

Return Private SUV Vehicle Transfers from Vancouver to Whistler•

Whistler Peak 2 Peak Gondola Ticket•

One "Freedom of Choice" tour on day 2•

One "Freedom of Choice" tour on day 3•
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SEA TO SKY HIGHWAY | CREDIT: TOURISM WHISTLER / MIKE CRANE



Whistler

Time to discover the winter magic in the city!  Personalise your day by choosing one of three Freedom of Choice  options

below.

Overnight in Whistler at Delta Whistle r Village  Suites

Freedom of Choice  Options

OR

OR

Whistler

Today, you can personalise your day by choosing one of these excursions.

Overnight in Whistler at Delta Whistle r Village  Suites
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Snowmobile  Tour in Callaghan Valley:

Journey through the pristine Callaghan Valley to the historic NorthAir Goldmine site for an introduction to the

backcountry. Follow wide, winding trails to an open play area. Experience the perfect mix of easy riding and spectacular

scenery – ideal for first-time snowmobilers and families.

•

M ountain Top Crystal Hut Fondue Dinner by Snowcat:

This evening, board a heated snowcat and travel to an exclusive dining experience at the quaint and charming Crystal

Hut, perched atop Blackcomb Mountain at 6,000 ft. Be treated to the chefs’ local interpretation of a traditional fondue

dinner accompanied by fine wine, followed by fresh baked fruit pie served hot from a wood-fired oven. The evening is

complete with live entertainment featuring local up-andcoming musicians.

•

Trappers Run Dog-Sled Tour:

Let your eager and powerful dog team lead you into the magnificent old growth forest of the Callaghan Valley. Stop for a

rest at an abandoned trapper ’s camp on Totem Lake and learn about the history of our Canadian fur trappers. Join your

professional musher in harnessing and staging the dogs, learn the commands and how to handle a sled. Sit back and

relax or drive your sled while the musher leads the group. Return for a snack and hot chocolate by the fire.

•

CALLAGHAN | CREDIT: TOURISM WHISTLER / MIKE CRANE
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Breakfast

Freedom of Choice  Options

OR

OR

Whistler

Today is yours to explore the bustling alpine village of Whistler and its plethora of activities, attractions, and all-you-can-

want amenities. Indeed, there are many reasons why this four-season destination scoops up armfuls of awards each year.

Overnight in Whistler at Delta Whistle r Village  Suites

M edicine  Trail Snowshoe Tour:

Guaranteed to delight travelers of all ages, this snowshoe tour takes you through a mysterious forest and down an old

trapper ’s path known as the Medicine Trail. Gaze at giant cedar, fir, and hemlock trees, sample teas made from medicinal

plants that grow on the route, and capture photographs of Trapper ’s Cabin and Totem Pole Lake. A moderate level of

fitness is required for this tour

•

Fine  Things Dining Tour:

Give your Whistler vacation the golden touch with a 4-hour progressive dinner tour of the area’s most established

restaurants. Taste fine local cuisine from award-winnings chefs and visit cavernous wine cellars where you will learn to

saber a champagne bottle!  With a savvy guide, you’ll sample regional fare from blackened ahi tuna to icewine truffles, a

local specialty

•

Ziptrek Bear Tour:

Exhilarating and exciting, Ziptrek’s legendary bear tour features five ziplines plus a network of suspension bridges,

boardwalks and forest trails and showcases stunning views of Fitzsimmons Creek.

•

CREDIT: ZIPTREK / MITCH WINTON
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Whistler

Board the world’s highest lift of its kind for an unparalleled perspective of British Columbia’s rooftop – from incomparable

views of snow covered peaks to riding through the mist of the clouds. Connecting Whistler and Blackcomb mountaintops, the

Peak 2 Peak Gondola was built for sightseers, skiers and snowboarders alike. With scenic lookouts and mountaintop

restaurants, this is a highlight for visitors to Whistler.

Whistler Vancouver

The moment bids farewell to Whistler as it transitions into the next chapter of your journey. A private transfer awaits at your

hotel, providing a seamless transition to the airport, marking the beginning of your homeward adventure.

ACCOMMODATION

CREDIT: DELTA WHISTLER VILLAGE SUITES
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ACCOMMODATION

Delta Whistler Village Suites

Whistle r

Retreat to the mountains of British Columbia, Canada, where your adventure begins at Delta Hotels Whistler Village Suites. Located in the heart

of Whistler Village, our hotel places you near the area's top attractions, including boutiques, dining, ski slopes and bike trails. Take advantage of

our heated indoor / outdoor pool and 24-hour fitness centre. End your night in Whistler at Hy's Steakhouse, our signature hotel restaurant that

offers delicious cuisine and handcrafted cocktails. Relax and reset in spacious pet friendly hotel suites that include full kitchens, fireplaces, flat-

panel TVs, free Wi-Fi and plush bedding. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

French & English

LOCAL CURRENCY

Canadian Dollars

Excluded

International airfares and taxes•

Domestic airfares and taxes, unless otherwise specified in our holiday package•

Visa expenses, processing and issuance fees•

Meals other than as specified in our holiday package•

Travel Insurance or expenses of a personal nature (mini-bar, phone call, laundry, etc.),•

Tips or gratuities to guides, drivers, porters, hotel, restaurant or boat staff, etc.•

Or any other travel expense that has not been included in our holiday package•


